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Parents, Grandparents, and Caregivers,

Thank you for allowing us to educate your child about goal
setting, decision making, healthy relationships, and violence
prevention.

We’re thrilled to have the opportunity to educate, equip, and
encourage your child to think and plan for a healthy future. We
look around today and see that our youth are suffering not just
from the physical consequences of risky behaviors (although
those are very real), but also from the emotional, intellectual,
social, spiritual and financial results of these decisions. Youth
need strategies to plan for their future while being aware of
cultural influences that model little commitment and unhealthy
relationships.

Through the AWARE program, using Relationship Smarts
curriculum, we aim to empower your child with the knowledge
and skills they need to make healthy choices for a hopeful future.
At the same time, we know that your involvement is key to their
success.

If you wish to continue the conversation at home, we made this
guide as an overview of what your child is learning. They will
have prompts they will come to you with after each
presentation. We hope these will spark further communication
with your child because your role is crucial.

Sincerely,

Connie Peacock
AWARE Program Coordinator
aware@life-options.org
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1.

Goal Setting &Decision Making

Dis
cus

sio
n Ask your student what they wrote down for

the goals they would like to achieve.

     Students observe a volunteer unsuccessfully
attempting to balance a broom on their hand by
focusing solely on their hand. On the second
attempt, they are encouraged to look at the end of
the broom and they are able to complete the task.
This exercise emphasizes planning not just short
term goals but using long term goals to guide us. 
     Youth are quizzed on why they make different
decisions and they discuss their motivations.
Character is explained and encouraged as a way to
achieve their goals. A video is shown of a mouse
who doesn't get trapped after eating almost all of
the cheese in a trap, but because he goes back for
one more speck it seals his fate. We talk about
having intentionality and define some major life
goals.
     Then students are given a worksheet about
different choices they could make as they go
through puberty changes with their hygiene, friends
and emotions. They write down goals they would like
to achieve before they graduate high school in six
areas of health (physical, intellectual, emotional,
social, spiritual and financial).



Ask the youth what
characteristics they would
expect to see in a healthy
relationship.
Share what characteristics
you feel are most important.

Healthy
Relationships

Discu
ssion

2.

     Students learn what an influence is and how
different experiences in life become "baggage" that
they carry in life - both positive and negative.
Students are given different scenarios and they
must decide if it was positive, negative, or could be
either. If it could be either we discuss the reasons
why it can vary.  Family patterns are discussed and
students take a quiz to determine which patterns
they want to keep or change.
     Boundaries and consent are discussed as ways
to have healthy relationships. Positive qualities of
healthy relationships are brainstormed and defined.
Healthy and unhealthy friendships are compared
and contrasted. Then students take a quiz to rate a
friendship that they are unsure about.



    Students start the day by playing the train car
game. Various volunteers are given train car cards: 
 The brain (engine), train car emotion cards, or the
body behavior (caboose). Initially they are
encouraged to put the cards in order and then
students are asked what can happen to the train
when the different emotions are in control instead of
the brain, and what body behaviors might result. They
watch a video, "Anger & Stress:  Letting Flo Drive" and
identify what kinds of violent behaviors can occur
when arguments spill into fights. We talk about how
time outs are key to letting our brains think better. We
discuss what to do during a time out and students
write these points in their booklets.
     Lastly, students play a "Shark Attack" game where
they get to decide if an activity on the internet is safe
or unsafe. If they decide correctly, they continue but if
they miss the answer they can't move forward.

Violence
Prevention

Disc
uss

ion

Ask your youth what they should do during a time out.3.



l i feopt ionswa

The conversation doesn’t
stop here! You are the

person that inspires your
child to make healthy

choices, and you play a
crucial role in their future.

 
Be encouraged! You are

making a difference!
 


